
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TESTIMONIALS 

 
Yogi Kalinath is in the business of creating Masters, not followers. 

 
He is relentless in his comitment to this standard : empowering each individual 

student with the tools, techniques and guidance necessary to work a suitable path 
towards self-Mastery, and ultimately Self-Realisation. 

 
Having trained under his guidance for 7 years I can attest to the power, authenticity 
and intensity of the trainings he provides.  I have experienced real benefits such as: 

  self-healing, increased physical power / mental strength and an ever deepening 
sense of communion with The Divine, just to name a few. 

 
It is both a pleasure and honour to provide testimonial to his teachings and service.  

 

AshA Eidolon 

Applied Urban Shamanism 

 

 

Yogi Kalinath has been and continues to be a wonderful “life coach” and has helped me to 
choose and continue my spiritual path in life. I have found his Kali Fire ceremonies 
 educative and spiritually uplifting experiences. His preliminary talks beforehand are 
always enlightening and fascinating. He has a wealth of information about the Hindu 
tradition specifically and spirituality in general.  Yogi Kalinath has a wonderful sense of 
humour and his animated manner enhances these sessions. His manner is both 
informative and engaging and he always has a twinkle in his eye and always has an 
attitude of gratitude. 
  
In addition to attending his Kali Fire Ceremonies on New Moons, I have also sought 
personal counselling and healing from Yogi Kalinath on a couple of occasions. I found 
these sessions quite profound and his advice sage. 
  
I can highly recommend Yogi Kalinath for any of his services including: 
Personal Counselling, 
Spiritual Astrology readings, 
Chakra Balances, 
Numerology readings, 
Kali Fire Rituals. 
  
J A 
Reflexologist 
Musician 
Systems Advocate 

 

 

 
  

  

  EMPOWERED THROUGH 

                   TANTRA 

  



 

I have known Devidasan for around 20 years and been a student of his for 16 and 

have always found him to have a deep dedication and profound love for his work 

and teaching and committed to the spiritual welfare of his students. 

Personally, I have immense gratitude for his teachings, mentorship, and 

friendship. Under his guidance I learned age-old spiritual practises and principles 

that would otherwise not have been available to me, together with the spiritual, 

mental and physical discipline that these require. As well as the huge benefits in 

my life particularly in the areas of mental focus and discipline and spiritual 

awareness, I have been able to pass these teachings on through my own work to 

my students and clients, by translating these into today’s language and relevance 

while at the same time maintaining their true essence, and making them 

applicable in daily life, for whatever stage of learning the student or client may 

be.  This has been a huge gift to me and many others, for which I am eternally 

grateful. 

Candida Vassallo 

https://www.candidavassallo.com/ 

 

Yogi Kalinath is an 
exceptional person who has 
helped many people, 
including me along their path. 
He is very humble and 
compassionate with high 
integrity. RC 
 
As a student I learnt tools for self empowerment. These tools include breathe work, 
mudras and mantras and other practices. Benefits experienced are clearing and priming of 
my head-space and balancing of my sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems. 
Certain practices create a driving force (power) and currently I note increased perception.  
I received four chakra healings using tuning forks with Kundalini Reiki sealing the 
sessions.Each of these resulted in different shifts felt and/or visualised within either the 
body or expressed through the throat.  
Yogi Kalinath practices what he preaches and as such is a dependable source of 
knowledge. I highly recommend him as one size does not fit all and Yogi Kalinath, if you 
prefer a traditional path, will tailor lessons based on what you seek. 
 
Prem C R 

https://www.candidavassallo.com/


 
 
"As an anxious person, Devidasan gives me the tools to calm my mind and body. Although 
I do sometimes get stressed, I am much more relaxed in general by following his 
suggested practices."  Anonymous 
 
 
“I have known and attended 1 on 1 Yoga classes with Devidasan for some 12+ years. During this time my 
muscular skeletal issues and ageing body have become a huge challenge. 
Devidasan has listened to and understood my problems and appropriately modified his program according 
to my needs and abilities. I am very grateful to him for this and for his encouragement. His knowledge is 
vast and his wisdom exemplary. He has been and is a special and wonderful teacher, mentor and friend and 
I thank him most sincerely. I strongly believe he has a significant and positive influence on my physical and 
mental functioning. I feel very privileged to have him in my life. 
Wendy Ruffin, Adelaide, Australia.” 
 

Testimonial April 2017 
 My name is Simon Russo. I am lucky enough to be a student of Kalinat hand have been 
for approximately three years. I have a barber shop and Kalinath came in for a haircut one 
day. We immediately connected and he invited me to a Kali fire on the following Saturday 
night. That was amazing. I had never experienced anything like it. His exposition on the 
symbology. The mantras, the fire, the powerful images and the exotic shamanic quality 
and feeling. I knew I was part of something special which had a connection to genuine 
power. I came to realise that power was Shakti. 
A few fires later I was lucky enough to become a private student of Kalinath. That has 
changed my life. After years of reading about yoga, tantra and different spiritual traditions 
and not really sinking deeply into anything, I had met a proper teacher (guru) that had 
been initiated into many bona fide tantric and spiritual traditions in India . 
They say when the student is ready the master appears.  It happened to me with Kalinath. 
It was the  best of Indian esoteric and spiritual traditions had become available to me. This 
man knows his stuff at a deep level from spiritual practices and not just textbook 
knowledge. 
It is not easy being a student of his ,but for anyone interested in something deeper and is 
prepared to do work.( practices)that lead to serious personal growth, he is amazing. 
Experiential and existential is the only way to real growth. 
His knowledge and experiences are so broad that it is difficult to talk about in a small 
testimonial. Amazing and available to us without going to India with all the pitfalls that may 
bring. 
Simon Russo 
 
Bhairav Vignan Tantra Is a book of 112 meditations or methods of how to enter in higher 
states of awareness. lts a classic text and because we are all individuals, not one 
meditation technique suits everyone. I have been a student of Yogi Kalinath Aghori for 8 
years and when he offered the fortnightly study group of Bhairav Vignan Tantra I jumped 
at it...It is a profound text and what was more profound for was Kalinath’s commentary. He 
is an amazing teacher and his knowledge is from his own experience and different 
lineages and spiritual traditions, truly eclectic. 
We met fortnightly and we practiced the sutras that fortnight and discussed our 
experiences .Some deep insights and just an changing expanding awareness in day to 
day life. More presence from moment to moment really. Hard to describe without limiting it 
.I would recommend this to everyone and anything Kalinath offers to anyone. Anyone that 
wants to look deeply that is. 
Shaktinath 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
The Empowered Through Tantra apprenticeship program has been life changing. Baba 
Krishnakali Das Aghori has skilfully guided me through deep esoteric terrains, far beyond 
my expectations. His approach is organized, reliable and respectful on every level. Each 
month I have received formal written papers to read, assignments, tantric practices as well 
as privately transmitted evaluations and teachings through live video calls. Tantra has 
become greatly misunderstood. Baba has cut right to the core and delivered the true 
science through an authentic parampara with deep authenticity and mastery. As a 
Doctorate of Ayurveda, Master of Science, Acute Care Nurse Practitioner, advanced yogi, 
Reiki Master, Professor, Sant Mat RHP initiate and esoteric student, I was seeking a 
program that would elevate and integrate my spiritual practices to the next level. The  
Empowered Through Tantra program has opened new dimensions, stabilized and 
deepened my ability to yolk in gnosis with the Divine Mother and her many emanations.  
Kalavati Devi / Christie Smirl - USA 

 
Krishnakali Das Aghori is a phenomenal devoted spiritual mentor and guru. For the past 
two years I have studied under him in the Kali Kula Vama Marga apprenticeship as well as 
the Tantric Shamanism apprenticeship. Krishnakali Das Aghori is highly professional, 
competent, respectful, compassionate and supportive. Through the entire process, the 
trajectory of learning and expectations have been clearly laid out with detailed instructions. 
During each monthly video call, new material is explained thoroughly along with 
demonstrations and printable pdf downloads for reference. Both apprenticeships are life 
changing, liberating and transformative on so many levels. I will never be the same.  
 
Deepest pranams, 
Dr. Christie Smirl, AyuD, NP, MS, RYT-500, Reiki Master, USA 

Respectfully, 
Christie Smirl / Kalavati Devi, AyuD, NP, MS, E-RYT 500, YACEP 

HealthierVibrations.com 

The tantra apprenticeship under the tutelage of Krishnakali Das Aghori is a microcosmic 

unfolding of Shakti through successive workings with the Mahavidyas as aspects of Kali. This 

course builds piece by piece culminating in some very transformative empowerments which 

continue to unfold in my daily life. His sincere approach, humility, and knowledge has been a 

great blessing during this past year. He has always answered my questions with sincerity and in 

a timely manner. I always look forward to receiving new lessons and this Tantric “toolbox” will 

be with you forever. I highly recommend this apprenticeship to anyone serious, brave, and 

committed enough to do the work! Afterall, freedom is everyone’s birthright. Jai Maa!  Kali 

Priya Ram, USA 
 
 
Yogacharya Devidasan Giri’s Dasamahavidya program will be remembered always as one 
of the most intense and transformative experiences of my life.  Anonymous. 
OTO initiate. 
 
I would like to thank my Acharya and friend Devidasan for introducing me to the 
Mahavidyas and for assisting me in getting to know them well enough to introduce them 
into my life.  I have had many wonderful and enlightening experiences whilst working on 
my own at home and with fellow Sadhaks at the Ashram.I have also discovered that this 
work has enhanced and supplemented all my other spiritual endeavours.  Hari OM!  Adam. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://healthiervibrations.com/


It has been a challenging year.  The “tools” I have received from doing the course have 
helped me to face situations which previously I may have avoided.  These tools will help 
me to continue to grow and embrace life. 
I feel blessed to have received the teachings.  Thank you so much Devidasan.  South 
Australia is blessed to have you living here.  RoseMary 
 
It was a beautiful experience to feel the energy of the Mother(s) flow into my body.  
Corinna 
 
My name is Simon Russo.  I am 60 years old.  I have completed the Dasa Mahavidya 
intensive with Devidasan.  It has been both challenging and rewarding in a real and 
tangible way. 
Having been a student of the mysteries, yoga, meditation all my life, the actual discipline 
and the daily practice of this course has been deeply transformative and very empowering.   
The energy levels and awareness in general life has been amazing and a lot of people that 
know me have commented.  It is real! 
I feel blessed by the Divine Mother to have had the opportunity to do this and blessed to 
have Devidasan as a teacher who is so knowledgeable and lovingly passes on his 
knowledge to serious students.  I feel so lucky to have this instruction available here in 
Adelaide, Australia.  Even if I went to India, I would not know where to go. 
All up, highly highly rewarding and recommended for the serious student who is prepared 
to do the practices daily.  Thank you Devidasan. 
 
 

I have been working with Krishnakali for 18 months now through the mentoring program.  Prior to 
starting the mentoring work I had a background in formal academic theological studies and an 
interest in perennial philosophy.  What has really astounded me through the program is that I 
have had a range of very practical yoga exercises to work with and the work is given in a well 
thought out method to support personal growth.  You don't need an academic background for this 
work, but at the same time in our monthly catch ups I can ask these questions and we always have 
deep and engaging discussion that leaves me feeling encouraged and purposeful.  Krishnakali has a 
wealth of lived spiritual experience and I look forward to our monthly catch up each month, it 
keeps me accountable with my busy life schedule to ensure I am prioritising the exercises I am 
given because I value them and the teaching so much.  I would encourage anyone who has a 
serious interest in yoga to reach out and meet with Krishnakali to discuss the program. JR. 
 
 
Guruji has such a cloying candor within his speech and demeanor, gifting such a 
multiplicity and array of inter related topics, spoken with such directness and profundity, 
his ability to merely converse on such topics provides such a benefit, we in-depth discuss 
a body of both sastric and tantric items, the correlation of mind, body, breath, prana/apana, 
understanding panchakoshas, panchamahabhutas, panchavrittis, tattvas, ghatasuddhi, 
purification of the body, devata tattva, and the representation and embodiment of devata, 
the inward and outward divinity and the unison of said topics in such detail, both bhaktiyog 
and advaita, as well as other philosophical darsanas and theological tenants, stated so far 
is just minimum of such topics and details discussed. I’ve developed a fastidious and 
attentive foundation within my own sadhana, and his guidance within apprenticeship has 
given me a rejuvenated sense of confidence and directive towards bhavabrahmakaravritti, 
absolute absorption of Brahman, and this attitude being the essence of my position. I 
staunchly vow toward the sheer intelligence and capability of guruji and look upon him as 
jnanakara, this trove of wisdom and this bridge between east and west with so much 
experience and transmission of tradition/parampara and all he’s partaken and 
encountered, myself am typically of very little words I always remain quiet etc but when 
listening to guruji I’m dialed in with such receptive awe, I can’t say enough, it’s simply just  
a blessing and privilege to have his association and guidance and apprenticeship has 
given so much and each day I continue onward I feel more and more connected and 
purposeful in my pursuit. - J.P, USA 
 



“ I’m so grateful Baba and his teachings found me on my path to seeking truth. 
Baba KrishnaKali Das Aghori sees beyond the veil and holds space for you to step into 
yourself, The Self, and gives you the tools to discover. His spirit is accepting, amusing, 
and his teachings are backed by ancient knowledge and rituals. I recommend this course 
for anyone in search of the deeper meaning to their life and the truth of who you are. 
I will springboard off of this apprenticeship to excel my life in many many areas for it has 
given me the confidence to go deep and discover understanding of my unique purpose 
here on Earth. 

Jai Jai Maaa ” 
 

 
Krishnakali Das Aghori, or who is lovingly referred to as Baba by those who follow him, his 
apprenticeship course ‘Empowerment through Tantra’… what can I say it is real and true. 
This course WILL bring about mass changes in your life almost immediately. His teachings 
are so rich and full of knowledge. When you spend sessions with him you can feel the 
energy and pure heart pouring out from him. You can see the bliss emanating from within 
him. I used to believe with all the distractions of Maya and constantly being sucked back 
down into the illusions around me that the only way to reach Enlightenment or Moksha 
was to run away from my life and hide in a cave somewhere. To completely withdraw from 
society. He was the first teacher to make me realize karma or action yoga was also a form 
of Sadhana. I had nowhere to run off to, everything is already within me. I truly appreciate 
the fact he is open to questions, even probes you to ask questions. With other teachers I 
have encountered I always felt this sense they don’t want to be questioned, they want 
complete surrender. Or even the act of questioning meant you were out of some 
vibrational frequency to them. Or their answers were vague and given in riddle form. Baba 
encourages you to ask anything on your mind or in your heart and responds in a clear, 
concise manner. If you are of a western mindset he is the teacher for you; one you can 
truly learn from. He understands how both the Western and Eastern worlds work. It has 
been such a pleasure to work with him these past few months and we have only just 
begun! Thank you, Baba! Also surrender is very important, but it's surrendering to the 
Divinity within you and swimming in faith! 
Kalika Nandini, USA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PSYCHIC FAIRS FEEDBACK 
 
 
 
TESTIMONIALS – CHAKRA  BALANCING 
 

"I felt a distinct opening at my Heart Chakra and the presence of healing spirits" 

 

"WOW" 

 

"I feel so relaxed and peaceful!" 

 

"From the first vibration of the first Chakra tuning fork, my spirit left my body and went into 

the spirit world" 

 

"Amazing!" 

 

 

TESTIMONIALS – READINGS 

 

I was lucky to chat with JM last Sunday. JM is so insightful and I walked away with a strategy on 

how to cope with the things that are holding me back and with techniques I can use moving 

forward.  

DeAnne Sweeney  

 

Thank you for the Osho Zen tarot card reading. Your advice and the selected cards were a mirrored 

reflection of accuracy of where my life has been, is currently at and more importantly where it 

needs to be healed. Your care and empathy in delivering the reading was also very much 

appreciated. 

A true gift to receive when "lost in life" 

Blessings 

Brad 

 

I had a reading from JM at the queen of wands physic fair and it was very accurate and 

enlightening.  He captured the issue immediately and his message was delivered in a way I could 

understand and act upon. thank you. Terry Allen 

 

Just had a reading from JM, he was really spot on. Without me saying a lot he was able to help me 

to discover what I have been going through. Will certainly be keeping him in mind for future 

readings. Veronica Gaunt 
 

 
 

 

https://www.facebook.com/deanne.m.sweeney?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUDtkx4aHSzEN7sI-828skREZeybLEYQ1vkSjUOsXdZup-UfTCCfS4y962fJXVnwjosmBRyQcPbZkmhSFqdmiGy5vqDhBRzd6IKkta6wSM3ieB8HhOM5J20Ns_iZipuCuAKnnSMPMlkqL6Sh9TihG_H2TkvTY4MLHmZQf8SLUMZ6ZqlmIt8bPv0_NBrZfHONTsGtH5QvS5TJT1vlNJcyZ4X&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/queenofwandspsychicfair/photos/gm.396864118585917/811101936956296/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUDtkx4aHSzEN7sI-828skREZeybLEYQ1vkSjUOsXdZup-UfTCCfS4y962fJXVnwjosmBRyQcPbZkmhSFqdmiGy5vqDhBRzd6IKkta6wSM3ieB8HhOM5J20Ns_iZipuCuAKnnSMPMlkqL6Sh9TihG_H2TkvTY4MLHmZQf8SLUMZ6ZqlmIt8bPv0_NBrZfHONTsGtH5QvS5TJT1vlNJcyZ4X&__tn__=EH-y-R
https://www.facebook.com/queenofwandspsychicfair/photos/gm.396864118585917/811101936956296/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUDtkx4aHSzEN7sI-828skREZeybLEYQ1vkSjUOsXdZup-UfTCCfS4y962fJXVnwjosmBRyQcPbZkmhSFqdmiGy5vqDhBRzd6IKkta6wSM3ieB8HhOM5J20Ns_iZipuCuAKnnSMPMlkqL6Sh9TihG_H2TkvTY4MLHmZQf8SLUMZ6ZqlmIt8bPv0_NBrZfHONTsGtH5QvS5TJT1vlNJcyZ4X&__tn__=EH-y-R

